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International Conference on “Entrepreneurship Retention” was a dream project carried out by IRNet family to address the constraints faced by the new age entrepreneurs pertaining to affairs of legislation and management. Around 30 papers were received and after scrutiny 11 papers were forwarded for proceedings. Participants have attended from various parts of this country. From left Prof. Somodeep Sarkar (University of Erora), Prof. Ajay Kumar Garg (Toshwane University of Technology, South Africa) joined as the Dignitaries and magnified the concept of Entrepreneurship. In the second day of the conference the participants were sent to a sight-seeing trip for Puri and Konark.

From left Prof. Ajay Kumar Garg (Toshwane University of Technology, South Africa) Prof. Srikanta Patanaik (President IRNet) Prof. Somodeep Sarkar (University of Erora), and Prof Malaya Mohanty (Former Dean Commerce, Sambalpur University) unveiling the Proceeding of the conference.
Prof. Omm Kumar Krishnan from IMT, Ghaziabad, New Delhi along with other delegates experiencing the key note address of the conference.
An experienced and inspiring talk by Prof. Sarkar
Prof. A.K Garg sharing his research on Incubation centres in the mineral sector in South Africa.
Delegates from MSME DI, Cuttack, Orissa (Left Front) Dr. Sahoo and Tripathy in a lively question answer discussion.